
I would like to add my voice to those who recommend that the Hume Coal Project should 

not be approved. 

I have many objections as listed below. 

1 There will be an enormous and yet unknown impact of the underwater supplies with 

unknown consequences once an attempt it made to drain, or partly drain it.   

2 There will be a disruption to MY bore water supply which is presently used on my 

premises.  My bore pump is at 60 metres below ground.  It is used to grow 

vegetables and plants throughout my 5 acre property.   Loss of the availability of this 

water would change my way of life. 

3 I have strong doubts about the longevity of the way it is proposed to mine the coal. I 

cannot believe that the owners will not alter the feather mining proposal once they 

have permission to go ahead.  How can the miners leave 2/3 of the coal behind, 

extracting only 1/3rd of the available coal?  I just don’t believe them.   The present 

system is rather uneconomic and I suspect an attempt will be made to alter the 

mining method later, so as to remove ALL the coal in the mine.  

4 I cannot understand how the contaminated mine water can be disposed of.  The 

most likely disposal method will be in presently available watercourses which in not 

acceptable.  

5 The above ground pile of stored coal awaiting shipment will contaminate the local 

area through wind dispersion. The particle size of the dust in our house was about  

The recent brown dust storms are not limited to Queensland.  I lived my childhood in 

England living opposite a coal mine and the loading area for coal into lorries was 250 

metres away.  The coal dust around our house windowsill inside was bigger than 

poppy seed size and there was plenty of it when the wind was blowing.   

6 The time for a stand against coal has come.  The global warming is now too obvious 

even for politicians to deny it without laughter. Burning coal cannot be part of our 

future.  I took heart when the recent refusal to approve a mine near Gloucester was 

announced, for just this reason.  

I ask that the Independent Planning Commission approves neither the Hume Coal 

project, nor the Berrima Rail. 

 

Roger Humphreys 

 

 




